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A weekly supplement of the Market Theatre Foundation
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A HISTORIC FIRST
AT THE MARKET THEATRE
The countdown begins!
For the first time in South African
theatre history the six state-funded
Performing Arts Institutions (PAI’s)
will come together at the Market
Theatre to participate in an Arts
Incubator Trade Fair that will
shine the spotlight on their arts
development programmes.
The week-long Arts Incubator
Trade Fair will showcase a diverse
offering of developmental
programmes in theatre, poetry and
dance produced and presented
by Artscape, the Performing
Arts Centre of the Free State
(Pacofs), the Durban Playhouse,
The South Africa State Theatre,
the Windybrow Arts Centre and
the Market Theatre. In addition,
the Market Photo Workshop will
present a new exhibition and
document the Trade Fair.
Over the past two years, each of
the six Performing Arts Institutions

have received a grant from the
Department of Arts and Culture’s
Incubator Fund to unleash the
economic potential of the creative
sector through a structured
programme of skills-training and
development of locally produced
content in the performing and
visual arts sectors. The projects
developed by the six institutions
have already made an impact in
their own spaces. During the weeklong event the Incubatees will
participate in a series of capacity
building workshops led by some
of Johannesburg’s most dynamic
writers, directors, designers and
arts administrators. Networking
opportunities will give the
participants opportunities to meet
with producers and to explore
a diverse range employment
opportunities in the arts and
entertainment industries. The
participants will also visit the South
African Constitution Court and

the Apartheid Museum during the
Trade Fair week.
The Incubator’s Trade Fair will bring
them altogether under one roof
at the Market Theatre from 18th –
25th June 2017.
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ISITHUNZI

TURNING TABLES

EVERYONE HAS IT

DateS & Times
18 June - 15:00
24 June - 13:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene

DateS & Times
20 June - 17:00
24 June - 18:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene

DateS & Times
20 June - 20:00
24 June - 09:00
Venue
John Kani

The 2016 winning production
of the 24th Zwakala Festival,
Isithunzi, gets to the depths of
the “Reitz Four” incident at the
University of Free State about a
video of four white male students
who showed despicable behavior
towards a group of black middle
aged women. The video went viral.
Presented by The Market Theatre
Foundation Isithunzi sharpens the
lens when two sons of one of the
women humiliated in the video
attempt to come to grips with the
impact of the incident on their
family’s reputation and stability.

Turning Tables presented by
The State Theatre sharpens the
spotlight on marriage as referenced
in the the Bible. When traumatic
memories of the past visits
Mahlomola, he fails to quench
his wife’s thirst. The tables turn
when his wife obsessively turns
her attention to cards. Will their
obsessions tear their relationship
apart?

Everyone Has It is a human story
about Mzubanzi, a young man
born in the Eastern Cape, who
is abandoned after birth and
raised by his grandmother. After
the strong matriach’s death he
is forced to rediscover who he
is or who he was? In his search
for identity and self discovery,
the more he searches the more
terrifying the truth becomes.
Presented by Artscape Everyone
Has It will challenge an audience to
go with Mzubanzi on his journey of
self-discovery.
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itsoseng
DateS & Times
21 June - 17:00
24 June - 09:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene
Itsoseng, meaning ‘wake yourself
up’, paints a compelling portrait
of an impoverished community
desperate for change. Lacking
basic services, proper schooling,
sanitation and housing Lesedi
Job’s recreation of Itsoseng offers
a personal view of post-apartheid
township life. The play, presented
by Windybrow Arts Centre, is
interspersed with Setswana.

SPEAKING FROM
EXPERIENCE
DateS & Times
21 June - 20:00
24 June - 11:00
Venue
John Kani
Speaking from Experience is a
journey on the on the wings of
poetry and music. Supported by a
live band, a poet’s voice soars to
share his life-time experiences and
those of others. The production is
described as “an emotional journey
of awareness”. Speaking from
Experience is presented by The
State Theatre.

/’fri:dəm/
DateS & Times
22 June - 17:00
24 June - 11:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene
Inspired by post- apartheid youth
/’fri:dəm/ draws on classical South
African theatre works, images and
sound to find meaning for what we
have achieved as a country, what
challenges we have faced and how
we deal with it. Presented by The
Playhouse Company /’fri:dəm/
invites an audience to takes a
retrospective look at what freedom
means today.
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GOGOA MAMOYA

STEKE

DateS & Times
22 June - 20:00
24 June - 13:30
Venue
John Kani

DateS & Times
23 June - 17:00
24 June - 16:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene

Inspired by the Zakes Mda’s novel
She Plays with Darkness, Pacof’s
production Gogoa Mamoya
explores the complex issue of
spiritual affliction and mental
disorder in African culture. Drawing
on release movement technique,
this duet explores the contrast
between light and darkness and
how these exist in human nature
when a child is afflicted with
mental disorder.

Steke, performed by a female duo,
consists of real life stories about
love, hate, anger, boredom, reality,
nothing, everything, abstract
things, ideas, beliefs, fashion, and
last but not least “sex”. This cabaret
style production presented by
PACOFS boldly tackles issues about
gender and sexuality.

Presented by PACOFS Gogoa
Mamoya will challenge audiences
to go on a journey of self-discovery.
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IF THE WORLD
WAS LISTENING
DateS & Times
23 June - 20:00
24 June - 16:00
Venue
John Kani
If The World Was Listening is
a breath-taking contemporary
dance work will captivate as it
takes the audience on a journey
delving deep into the mind of
self-discovery. In a world of layers
and complexities, haste and noise;
one would wonder, if the world
would pause and turn a willing ear
to one’s mouth what would you
say? Presented by The Playhouse
Company.

A SEASON OF

ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE

& THOUGHT PROVOKING THEATRE!!!

CION
Venue
John Kani
DateS
25 May - 04 June 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:00
Sun 15:00
Gregory Vuyani Maqoma’s CION
inspired by Toloki, a character
from Zakes Mda’s novel, Toloki,
premiered to a rousing standing
ovation. Accolades have been
swelling from peers, patrons and
first time visitors to the theatre.

“CION choreographed and
conceptualized by the living
legend in my eyes, Gregory Vuyani
Maqoma, left me speechless,
spiritually transported and
elevated! This piece transcends
any written word or language! It’s
literally just on another level all
together!”
- Clive Mathibe (Writer/Director)
“Very beautiful work indeed.
I left feeling such an intense
joy. The music has invaded my
subconscious mind and remains
an uninvited soundtrack to my
morning. Such an exquisite
experience.”
- Monageng Motshabi (2017
Standard Bank Young Artist

#Cion
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ISITHUNZI

2016 Zwakala Festival winner
Venue
Ramolao Makhene
DateS
26 May - 18 June 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

The 2016 winning production of
the 24th Zwakala Festival, Isithunzi,
gets to the depths of the “Reitz
Four” incident at the University of
Free State about a video of four
white male students who showed
despicable behavior towards
a group of black middle aged
women. The video went viral.
Isithunzi sharpens the lens when
two sons of one of the women
humiliated in the video attempt
to come to grips with the impact
of the incident on their family’s
reputation and stability.
#Isithunzi
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karel se oupa
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
14 June - 2 July 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

Legendary actor Tobie Cronje will
steal the hearts of audiences in
Retief Scholtz’s new play, Karel se
Oupa. Also starring Esmeralda Bihl,
Ruben Lombard, Neels Clasen and
Ian Roelofs and directed by Andre
Odendaal Karel Se Oupa is bound
to follow on the successful staging
of Retief Scholtz’s earlier award
winning play, Dop.
Karel se Oupa is directed by Andre
Odendaal and produced by the
Market Theatre in cvollaboration
with Kosie Smit productions.
# KarelSeOupa

Left: Karel se Oupa reading
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The Inconvenience
of Wings

an exploration of mental illness
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
15 June - 16 July 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

“Lara Foot’s writing in The
Inconvenience of Wings is both
sophisticated and literate, and the
piece is very much a playwright’s
play.”
- David Fick
This multi-award winning play
scooped the boards at the annual
Fleur du Cap Awards. It played to
“sold out” houses and standing
ovations at the National Arts
Festival.
#Wings
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ankobia
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
21 July - 13 August 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15
In the futuristic land of
Pelodikgadile, it is forbidden to
remember anything that happened
before the new state was formed.
The voices of those who used to
fight for land and truth and rights
have been muted and using an
invention called a zap machine
the people’s memories are kept in
check. The warriors of yesterday
are shadows of themselves and
Our hero, Xhoi is among them.

Having forgotten who he used to
be and what his mission was, he
sleepwalks through life and basks
in the illusion of joy until…from the
hills emerge those who’s memories
are untouched. Will the power of
the ancient Ankobia and heroes of
the people help fill the holes in his
memory? Will he be reconnecting
to his purpose and mission? And
will he turn his back on his new
reality and help restore his people’s
dignity and pride?
Ankobia is directed by 2017
Standard Bank Young Artist Award
winner, Monageng Motshabi. The
production will premiere at the
National Arts Festival prior to a
season at the Market Theatre.
#Ankobia
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if we dig
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
5 - 27 August 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00

Inspired by the life and writings
of Luli Callinicos and featuring
celebrated actress, Fiona Ramsay,
If We Dig directed by Megan
Wilson returns to the Market
Theatre!
Callinicos is a remarkable woman
and social historian dedicated
to unearthing real stories of the
people who created and shaped
Johannesburg and the country
we live in. Unusual characters
who lived on the edges of a
burgeoning mining town, each with
unique stories of their struggles,
dreams and challenges are woven
together in a common humanity.
Surburbs such as Denver, Bosmont,
Wattville, Doornfontein, Boksburg
and Hillbrow come alive through
their eyes and remind us of the
qualities that connect us – identity,
resilience, community, dreams and
work.
#IfWeDig

Left From Top:
If We Dig Poster, Fiona Ramsay,
Luli Callinicos
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MY TRAVELLING BAG
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
9 September - 1 October 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00
“From a very young age I got
to travel all over my home
province, KZN. From my
hometown Hammarsdale to
Pt. Shepstone, to Dundee, to
Nongoma, it all seemed like
such faraway places. I thought
I was the most widely young
person ever. It felt great! But my
beloved grandmother - Gogo
sounded a word of warning“There is a bigger world out
there”. , those were wise words
indeed. How very prophetic
too. In the past 33 years I have
been blessed to travel the length
and breadth of this amazing
world. The number of suitcases
I have bought, the stamps in my
passports, amazing friendships.
Clive Mothibe and Gcina Mhlophe

Oh the amazing experiences the
countless the mementos and
memories that fill my head like
an enchanted African forest. The
amazing theatres, long hours at
international airports, delayed
flights, the many cultures and
frustrating times filled with fear
and homesickness. But nothing
can top the joy of sharing the
stories of my people on world
stages, the magical universality
of these stories, proving once
and for all that people are
more alike than different. In
My Travelling Bag there are all
the 33 years of international
travelling. But they can only be
told and shared, one bowl at a
time.”
- Gcina Mhlope
In this uplifting one woman
show master storyteller, Gcina
Mhlope shares the hilarious,
confusing and often astounding
experiences of her travels all
over the globe.
#MyTravellingBag

Gcina Mhlophe

Left: Gcina Mhlope
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Fête de la Musique

at the Windybrow Arts Centre
ARTS CENTRE

Venue
Windybrow Arts Centre
DateS
16 June 2017
TIME
15:00 - 17:00

Fête de la Musique
Extension
Fête de la Musique has decided
to extend its reach and perform at
The Windybrow Arts Centre on the
16 of June. The two hour concert
will feature Sax machine and Chefs
Kitchen to name a few.
We look forward to seeing you
there for a day of music and fun.
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Fête de la Musique

at the market theatre precinct
Venue
Market Theatre
Precinct
DateS
17 June 2017
TIME
11:00 - 18:00

The line-up is out!
The line-up of the 6th edition Fête de la
Musique that will take place at the Newtown
precinct showing an eclectic choice of artists
from France, Reunion Island, Canada and
Southern Africa!
Fête de la Musique at the Market Precinct in
Newtown
• Adelle Nqeto (South Africa)
• Bambanani Brass Band (South Africa)
• Bye Beneco (South Africa)
• Johnny Cradle (South Africa)
• Josh Kempen (South Africa)
• Just Robyn (South Africa)
• Kajama (South Africa)
• Leomile (Lesotho)
• Nakhane Touré (South Africa)
• Samito (Mozambique / Canada)
• Sax Machine ft. Davu (France / USA)
• Shef And The Kitchen Music (South Africa)
• The Sextons (South Africa)
• Tias (Reunion Island)
• Zoe Modiga (South Africa)
• Zuko Collective (South Africa)
... and more bands to be announced!
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WHAT’S ON AT
THE MARKET
PHOTO WORKSHOP!
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exhibition

in Jus’this

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

A solo exhibition by the 2016 Tierney Fellow Celimpilo Mazibuko
Celimpilo Mazibuko’s photography
documentary project, In Jus’this,
confronts historic land injustice
by examining human settlement
in South African townships,
particularly in relation to post1994 urban planning and township
development that came in to
being as part of the Reconstruction
and Development Programme
(RDP). Mazibuko’s focus is on
documenting ‘’development’’ in his
community, Palm Ridge, Katlehong,
through personal experiences of
human settlement and spatial
constraints, questioning the reach
of this housing policy in the daily
lives of residents 23 years later. In
Jus’this he documents Palm Ridge
at the intersection of daily life
and development infrastructure,
settlement and re-settlement.
In 2012, Celimpilo was awarded
a photography certificate for
participating in a project called

Of Soul & Joy in, Thokoza, which
aimed at providing the young
township generation with the
opportunity to tell visual stories
through photography. In 2013, he
was featured in a group exhibition
at iThuba Art Gallery. His work
was also featured in numerous
group exhibitions including 2014
Addis Foto Festival, 2015 F-stop
Magazine and the Turbine Art Fair
in Johannesburg. Mazibuko has
studied photography at Market
Photo Workshop and is currently
completing the Photojournalism
and Documentary Photography
Programme at the same institution.

photographer to develop a body
of work. Celimpilo was mentored
by renowned South African
photographer Cedric Nunn.

The Tierney Fellowship at the
Market Photo Workshop, in
partnership with the Tierney
Family Foundation, is awarded to
an emerging photographer with
the aim of developing their career
and skills through a mentorship
programme, an ideal space for a
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Open Call:
2017 Tierney Fellowship at
the Market Photo Workshop

Applications are now being
accepted for the 2017 Tierney
Fellowship at the Market Photo
Workshop.
The Market Photo Workshop
in partnership with The
Tierney Family Foundation
realise the importance of
creating opportunities for the
cultivation and development of
photographers and photography
as a medium. The Fellowship
18

will provide the successful
applicant with the financial
support necessary to research and
produce a body of photography
work, in consultation with a
mentor of their choice, over the
period of a year.
For more information on
the Fellowship and project
partners visit http://www.
tierneyfellowship.org and also
www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

All applications must be
submitted by email to bekien@
marketphotoworkshop.co.za and
copied to
mikac@marketphotoworkshop.co.za
Applicants are encouraged to
contact Bekie Ntini on
+27 11 834 1444 with any queries.
Applications close on Friday 12
June 2017.

Market Theatre Personalities
Market Photo Workshop’s Lekgetho Makola builds bridges
Head of the Market Photo
Workshop, Lekgetho Makola, was
invited to participate in the first
Arts Forum designed to advance
Open Society Foundation’s
exploration of Arts, Public Space
and Closing Societies. The 3-day
interactive forum included
artists, arts leaders, donors
and grantees as well as staff
from a range of Open Society
Foundations’ thematic and
regional programmes, foundations
and advocacy offices. The Forum
took place in May 16 to 18, 2017
in Marrakech, Morocco.

Open Society Foundation’s
thinking and planning on how
to encourage, inspire, and
spark collaboration; to build
deeper understanding around
the intersections between art,
public space, and social change;
and to build and strengthen
a community of global allies.
The sessions also provided an
opportunity for donors and
grantees to discuss and come up
with rapport to enhance funding
partnerships and collaborations

including establishment of
support structures for purposes
of programmes sustainability and
impact.
During these interactions, the
Lekgetho Makola was also able to
establish new relations both with
potential donors and like-minded
practitioners for probable future
collaborations mainly within the
Continent.

The forum brought together
practitioners and arts cultural
activists from over 30 countries to
engage mostly about the political
context they work within. The
conversation explored what it
is like to make work and built
institutions or organizations in
hostile societies public space using
virtual, physical, underground
platforms and how to balance
safety and urgency for a thriving
practice.
Lekgetho Makola participated and
contributed in multiple breakaway
sessions that aimed at enriching
19

market theatre
personalities

up close and personal with...

Maki Maega - Wardrobe / Laundry
assistant
Q: How long have you been at the
Market Theatre Foundation?
A: I studied at the Market Theatre
Laboratory from 1997 - 1998.
Ramolao Makhene was one
of my teachers – what a
honour! Volunteering as a data
capturer at the Market Theatre
Foundation opened doors for
me. In 2005 I started working on
a contract basis as a wardrobe
and laundry mistress. This year
from 1 April 2017 I was hired
permanently as the Wardrobe /
Laundry Assistant.
Q: What do you enjoy most about
your job?
A: Making my contribution in
ensuring that a production goes
smoothly by washing, altering
as well as mending the costume
daily. I get to interact with actors
and learn from their feedback
on how to best do my job.
20

Q: Tell us something about your
job that people would not know
unless they worked as a Laundry
/ Wardrobe Assistant.
A: I didn’t know that washing and
ironing was a profession that
one can follow. I used to think it
was just part household chores.
I’ve had to learn how to handle
different clothes as the texture
of the material is not the same. I
always remember in high school
the home economics subject
never really interested me as
I never saw it as as a career,
but look at me now. However,
the skill that I’ve learned as a
seamstress has encouraged
me to sew for my children and
mother which is something that
I thoroughly enjoy and have a
passion for now. I never thought
I’d be able to sew a curtain and
bedding.
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men crush
mondays
Lindani Nkosi
Lindani Nkosi is a South African actor, musical performer, dancer, and
voice artist best known for his role as Nelson Mandela in the 2004 film
Drum; and for his role as Thulani in the SABC1 soapie Generations.
Other local television series he has acted in include the SABC3 drama
series The Lab and the guest starring role of Mannie in the ETV
soapie Rhythm City. Lindani has also made guest appearances in the
international television series The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency (2008)
and in the pilot episode of The Philanthropist, in 2009. He won the 2006
Naledi award for Best Performance in a Musical (Male) for his role in
Ain’t Misbehavin’. Other theatre shows he has performed in include
Marabi, West Side Story, Summer Holiday, Five Guys Named Moe
and The Signs. He is a founder member of The Whizz Dancers where
he does African, Jazz, Ballet and Contemporary Dance; as well as the
Forgotten Angle Company, specializing in Physical Theatre Movement.
In 2009, he joined the cast of the SABC2 parliamentary drama series 90
Plein Street as a regular for its second season, playing the role of S’fiso
Ngema, an MP from a small breakaway Pan-Africanist Party with strong
views on the land issue. He is currently on Isidingo playing Lincoln
Sibeko the mining Mogul
#MCM #ManCrushMonday
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women crush
wednesdays
Ntshieng Mokgoro
Ntshieng Mokgoro worked in community theatre for many years, she
first tasted the professional environment when in 1997 she represented
Africa in a project called “Children of the World” which took place in
Russia. She worked for the Market Theatre Laboratory from 1998 till
2014 as a field Worker on script development and Mentor Director.
Ntshieng mentored young directors for GOMACC and worked as a
mentor for Windybrow Mentorship program for upcoming directors.
In 2009, she established Olive Tree Theatre Productions with an aim
of empowering women and the youth in the art industry. Olive Tree
Theatre Productions is dedicated to community development, especially
women and youth using theatre as an instrument of change. She is also
the founder of Olive Tree “Women’s Theatre Festival” that is running for
its 6th year and which focuses on providing a platform, for established
and emerging female directors, including international acclaimed female
writers and directors to showcase their work.
#WCW #WomanCrushWednesday
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MARKET THEATRE TOURS
GROW IN POPULARITY
24

The Market
Theatre Tours
Through the eyes
of Tour Guide,
Busi Letwaba
I feel exhilarated when tourists,
theatre enthusiasts and explorers
arrive for the weekly tour of the
historic Market Theatre building
and our new Market Square
building. This week, I led a group
from Goucher College, a private
co-educational liberal arts college
in Baltimore (USA). It was an
exciting and engaging group. The
group consisted of Photography,
Performing Arts and Humanities
Studies stidents. One of my treats
is to plan surprise performances
for the groups coming on the
tour. This week Market Theatre
alumnus Kabelo Molefe performed
a very moving monologue that
he scripted. My tour group also
got a chance to catch a glimpse
of Gregory Vuyani Maqoma’s
production Cion in their final dress
rehearsal and to meet with Sipho
Zakwe the playwright of Isithunzi.
The CEO of the Market Theatre
Ismail Mahomed made a special
appearance which made the tour
extra special.
Yours take place every Wednesday
at 11h00 – book your space at
www.webstickets.co.za
25
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MY NEWTOWN:
A Weekly Series by the Workshop
Amongst the creative pursuers in
Newtown, we meet Masonwabe
Ntloko who is launching his graphic
design exhibition 21 Portraits in
The Workshop. This proudly Xhosa
student from the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University studying
textiles currently finds himself in
the centre of culture and creativity
in the City of Gold. We speak to
him about his story and what has
brought him to present this body
of work.
Dubbed the 21 Century Black
Man after hosting an exhibition in
ART TEC called The Lost Identity
of The 21 Century Black Man,
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Masonwabe was quickly termed
as The 21 Century Black Man
as an easy association to his
creations from the patrons who
were viewing his exhibition. In
response to this name, he became
the embodiment of the culture
he saw was being lost and diluted
in modern-day South Africa.
Incorporating Xhosa beading and
patterns in his attire and personal
style, Masonwabe expresses his
culture and constantly fights for
the image of the contemporary
representative of his culture. He
hopes to continually inspire others
to value their heritage and learn
more about it.

Masonwabe also credits the
individuals behind the 21 Portraits
to playing an important role
in shaping his story. Through
Instagram, Masonwabe began
to follow and admire the lives
of prominent members shaping
the Johannesburg community.
All 21 of these individuals share
the common characteristic of
building a meaningful authentic
personal brand in South Africa.
Inspired by these individuals, the
artist began to reach out to them
via Direct Message on Instagram
in-order to meet them and grow a
relationship. It is at this exhibition
that he is able to share each

face and personalised portrait
of these fabled Joburgers. Each
person depicted has a quality
that he believes has meaningfully
impacted his identity. As a full body
of work we may see multiple faces,
however, what we are truly seeing
is the artist himself.
Using a technique called low-poly,
the artist creates faceted graphic
imagery for each face. He attributes
his love of this style to the use of
triangles which is family symbol for
the Ntloko siblings. Masonwabe
explains that each sibling is a point
of a triangle forming an equilateral
relationship. As a textile major, he
further incorporates textures sewn
through each triangle positioning
in his low-poly technique. Maria
McCloy, Siya Beyile and Victor
Dlamini are amongst the 21
selected personalities chosen his
pectoral collection. Many faces he
will be meeting for the first time on
the night of his opening.
Come through and see the
exhibition for yourself, opening on
the night of the 16th May from
6pm – showing at The Workshop
(Work Shop New Town) daily until
the 4th of June 2017.
Find out more about The 21
Century Black Man by following
him on facebook and Instagram:
@the21centuryblackman and find
out more about The Workshop by
following @workshopnewtown
Catch you next week,
@Lou_and_lau
The Workshop Team
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MEN AT THE MARKET THEATRE
FOUNDATION TAKE A STAND
The last few months have seen an increase in reports on crimes committed against women and children. The men
at the Market Theatre Foundation have made their voices heard against abuse of women and children.

Ismail Mahomed
Market Theatre Foundation
Chief Executive Officer

Kwanele Gumbi
Market Theatre Foundation
Chairperson of Council
“It is Africa month, we ought to
celebrate but we can’t due to the
gruesome violence against women
and children (boys & girls). As a
father who loves his children dearly,
I shudder at the thought that there
are men out there who continue
to prey on our vulnerable women
& children. I’m duty bound as a
male, a father and a member of
society to stand up against all forms
of abuse and violence against our
sons & daughters, sisters, women
and grandmothers are free from
violence and abuse. Akesibuyise
ubunti sinakekele labo esinamandla
okubavikela.”
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“We all need to play our part
to build a more humane
and compassionate society.
Violence against any person is a
unacceptable!”
____________________________
Thapelo Mokgosi
Production Manager
“Women and children are the fibre
of our community – we need to
treat them with kindness, respect
and love.”
____________________________
Sipho Mwale
Project Coordinator
“Love protects: love me as I love
you and I will protect you too.”

Opening of the Exhibition of
Tierney Fellow’s exhibition
In Jus’this
2016 Tierney Fellow Celimpilo Mazibuko’s
exhibition In Jus’this opened on 24 May
2017. We were honored to have three of
South Africa’s photography heroes at the
opening: Santu Mofokeng, Peter McKenzie
and Cedric Nunn, who were members of
Afrapix in the 1980’s.
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The Opening Night of
Chilahaebolae
Tues 23 May

30

The Opening Night of cion
Thu 25 May

31

The MOU Signing Ceremony

between the Market Theatre
Foundation and Blackboard Africa

Thu 25 May
The contracts are signed, now we put it all into practice.
Every 6 weeks Blackboard Africa will fill the Market
Theatre with thought provoking conversations.
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Delegates AT the SACO
conference

held at the Market Theatre

Delegates from across the creative industries attended the South African Cultural Observatory
2nd annual conference held in Newtown. Delegates at the conference were hosted at the
Market Theatre for entertainment, inspiration and and additional thought provocation.
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Africa Month Celebration
The Market Theatre Laboratory collaborated with Moving into Dance to celebrate Africa Month. The
dance-theatre directed by Market Theatre alumnus Omphile Molusi incorporated styles from the
African continent. Masks were produced by Sifiso Zimba (Market Theatre Alumnus), Choreography by
Mbali Nkosi (Market Theatre Laboratory teacher) and Musical assistance from Prince Twala.
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Wednesday Matinee
The Wednesday matinee has
taken off in a big way with a full
house for #TheSuit on 24 May
2017. This officially marks the
first of many.
#WednesdayMatinee
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welcome to the
windybrow ARTS CENTRE

From Left:
The beautiful heritage
bulding • Windybrow
Security Staff • The new
home of an exciting
restaurant ... more info
to be released soon
From Top Left:
The new business
residencies move in •
Sticky Situations and The
Coloured Cube ready for
action. (From Left: Andries
Angel, Anthea, Mariapaola
and Jennifer) • Andries
dreaming what this
strange space could be.
The business residency
READY FOR WORK
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From Left:
Fete de la Musiek
meeting to discuss the
upcoming concert on
youth day.
Right:
Using The Coloured Cube’s
giant African Boardgames
we welcome the youth
from the neighbourhood to
come play with us!

ARTS CENTRE
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Market Square
directions:
FOUNDATION
For more information
about the Market Theatre
Foundation, please visit
www.markettheatre.co.za

Telephone : 011 832 1641
138 Lilian Ngoyi Street
Newtown, Johannesburg

Directions to The Market Theatre Foundation, The
Market Square, 138 Lilian Ngoyi (previously Bree)
Street, between Miriam Makeba and Margaret
Mcingana streets
Co-ordinates: -26.201984, 28.032706
Co-ordinates: -26.200834, 28.032294
• Take Jan Smuts Ave off ramp from M1 south.
• Continue over Empire Rd, past Wits and over 		
Mandela Bridge.
• At the first traffic light after the Mandela Bridge, 		
turn right into Carr Street.
• At the next traffic light turn left into Miriam Makeba
Street.
• At the next traffic light turn right into the Newtown
Junction Mall road, City Lodge Hotel on the right.
• Continue to the right around the traffic circle into
the Mall’s underground parking garage.
• When you come out of the parking garage using 		
the lift or escalator the Market Theatre is to the
east of the parking area in the direction of the 		
water fountain in the Mall’s square. Walk past The
Potato Shed and through the gate. Then turn right
towards the Market main entrance. Please ask the
security / ushers if you feel unsure.
• To get to the Market Square, continue past the
Market Theatre building, cross the road (Lillian 		
Ngoyi Street) and you will see the Market Square
entrance towards your left – diagonally across the
road from the Market Theatre building.
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